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Abstract
We suggest the model with the gauge group ...⊗SU(6)⊗SU(5)⊗
SU(4)⊗SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1). This group is the infinite continuation
of the gauge group SU(4)⊗SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) of Farhi - Susskind
model. The constructed model contains fermions from the fundamen-
tal representations of any SU(N) subgroups of the gauge group. In
the construction of the model we use essentially the requirement that
it posseses an additional discrete symmetry Z that is the continuation
of the Z6 symmetry of the Standard Model. It has been found that
there exists such a choice of the hypercharges of the fermions that the
chiral anomaly is absent while the symmetry Z is preserved.
1 Introduction
Recently we have shown [1] that the Z6 symmetry of the Standard Model
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6] (SM) can be continued to the Technicolor models (TC). It was
shown that among various models only a few ones possess the new discrete
symmetry Z. In particular, for the Farhi - Susskind model with Technicolor
group SU(NTC) there are two possibilities: NTC = 2 and NTC = 4. It is
worth mentioning that the SU(2) Farhi - Susskind model [7] suffers from the
vacuum alignment problems. That’s why we do not consider it as realistic
and the only possibility remains that is the SU(4) Farhi - Susskind model.
This model (together with the Standard Model) has the gauge group SU(4)⊗
SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1). The hypercharge assignment for the technifermions
is fixed by the additional discrete symmetry up to an integer number.
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The structure of the gauge group SU(4)⊗SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) prompts
its possible continuation as the infinite sequence of SU(N) subgroups:
G = ...⊗ SU(6)⊗ SU(5)⊗ SU(4)⊗ SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)/Z, (1)
where Z is the discrete group to be specified below.
The question arises: is this possible to continue the Z6 symmetry of the
Standard Model to this sequence. In the present paper we construct such a
continuation. We arrange the fermions of the model in the fundamental rep-
resentations of SU(N) subgroups of (1). In general case the model with the
gauge group (1) suffers from chiral anomalies of different types. It is not obvi-
ous a priori that there exists the hypercharge assignment of the fermions such
that the chiral anomalies are absent while the additional discrete symmetry
is preserved. Below we show that it is possible to satisfy both requirements
simultaneously.
The Technicolor interaction alone serves only as a source of Electroweak
gauge symmetry breaking. Usually in order to make Standard Model fermions
massive extra gauge interaction is added, which is called Extended Techni-
color (ETC) [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. In this gauge theory the Standard
Model fermions and technifermions enter the same representation of the Ex-
tended Technicolor group. Standard Model fermions become massive because
they may be transformed into technifermions with ejecting of the new massive
gauge bosons. The ETC models suffer from extremely large flavor - changing
amplitudes and unphysically large contributions to the Electroweak polar-
ization operators [8, 9, 10]. The possible way to overcome these problems is
related to the behavior of chiral gauge theories at large number of fermions
or for the higher order representations [16, 17].
In the present paper we do not concretize the mechanism of fermion mass
generation. It may be either of the ETC type or some unknown mecha-
nism related to a higher energy scale. Whatever mechanism is it defines
(together with the chiral symmetry breaking) the correspondence between
the left handed and the right - handed fermions that is identified with parity
conjugation of spinors. Our model as well as the SM and the Farhi - Susskind
model contains left handed doublets and right handed singlets. That’s why
the mentioned correspondence connects pairs of right - handed singlets with
the components of certain left - handed doublets. In particular, the com-
ponent of the left - handed doublet that corresponds to the right - handed
electron is called left - handed electron. Let us denote the left - handed dou-
blet of the 1-st generation SM leptons by Θ. The given correspondence can
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be written as: Ω1iΘ
i = νL; Ω
2
iΘ
i = e−L , where we introduce the auxiliary field
Ω ∈ SU(2). The same field Ω applied to the other left - handed doublets gives
the parity conjugated partners to the remaining right - handed singlets. The
physical quantities do not depend on Ω and it can always be chosen equal
to unity. This choice corresponds to the unitary gauge. The mass term gen-
erated via the ETC (or other) interactions gives the transition amplitudes
between the right - handed singlets and their parity partners. At the same
time the dynamical fermion terms contain mixing. The requirement that Ω
is the same (up to the gauge transformation) for all left - handed doublets
is necessary for the correct realization of the Electroweak symmetry break-
down. It is worth mentioning that in the SU(4) Farhi - Susskind model with
ETC interaction considered as a perturbation the vacuum alignment works
properly and leads to the correct Electroweak symmetry breaking [19]. We
also notice that the field Ω is not dynamical, i.e. there is no integration over
Ω in the functional integral that defines correlation functions. Fixing of Ω
means that one of the equivalent vacua is chosen during the spontaneous
breakdown of Electroweak symmetry.
Extra SU(N) (N > 4) gauge interactions present in (1) may be observed
in principle at the energies above the Technicolor scale. We briefly concern
their properties at the end of the paper. Throughout the paper we call SU(N)
subgroups for N > 4 the Hypercolor groups. We also feel it appropriate to
refer to the sequence (1) as to the Hypercolor tower.
2 The model
In our approach the theory contains U(1) gauge group and the groups SU(N)
with any N . So, the gauge group of the theory is (1). Next, we suppose,
that in the theory any fermions are present that belong to the fundamental
representations of the SU(N) subgroups of G. So, the possible fermions
are right - handed Ψ
αikN ...ik3 ik2
A,Y and left - handed Θ
ikN ...ik3ik2
β˙A,Y
, where α and
β˙ are spinor indices, A enumerates generations while index ik belongs to
the subgroup SU(k). Here Y is the U(1) charge of the given fermion. In
particular, the fermions ΨA;Y are present that have no indices and the only
subgroup that acts on ΨA;Y is U(1). Moreover, we suppose that the fermions
are present such that G does not act on them at all. We denote them ΨA;0.
All fermions in the theory are two - component spinors. We also suppose
from the very beginning that the SU(2) group acts on the left - handed
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spinors only. The action of parity conjugation on them will be considered
later. For the simplicity we omit below both spinor and generation indices.
So, our fermions are
U(1) : Ψ0,ΨY1,ΨY ′1 , ...;
U(1), SU(2) : Θi2Y2,Θ
i2
Y ′2
, ...;
U(1), SU(3) : Ψi3Y3; Ψ
i3
Y ′3
, ...;
U(1), SU(2), SU(3) : Θi3i2Y32 ,Θ
i3i2
Y ′32
, ...;
U(1), SU(4) : Ψi4Y4,Ψ
i4
Y ′4
, ...;
U(1), SU(2), SU(4) : Θi4i2Y42 ,Θ
i4i2
Y ′42
, ...;
U(1), SU(3), SU(4) : Ψi4i3Y43 ,Ψ
i4i3
Y ′43
, ...;
U(1), SU(2), SU(3), SU(4) : Θi4i3i2Y432 ,Θ
i4i3i2
Y ′432
, ...;
... (2)
Here in each row we list the subgroups of G that act on the fermions listed
in the row. In each row the allowed values of U(1) charge are denoted by
Y, Y ′, etc.
Let us consider the first row. Here in order to reproduce the Standard
Model we restrict ourselves by the values of Y equal to 0 and −2. Next,
the second row must contain the only element with Y = −1. The third row
contains two elements with Y = 4
3
and Y = −2
3
. In the forth row we have
the only element with Y = 1
3
. This row completes the Standard Model and
we enter the rows related to its ultraviolet completion.
Now let us consider the second four rows in (2). We suggest them in the
form that represents SU(4) Farhi - Susskind model of Technicolor [7]. In
[1] we have derived the hypercharge assignment for the technifermions such
that the chiral anomaly is absent while the additional discrete symmetry is
preserved. As a result the hypercharge assignment is the following. In the 5 -
th row there are two elements with Y4 =
1
2
−6K+1 and Y ′4 =
1
2
−6K−1 (were
K is an arbitrary integer number). In the 6 -th row we have the only element
with Y42 =
1
2
− 6K, where K is the same as in the previous row. In the 7 -
th row there are two elements with Y43 = −
1
2
−6K
3
+ 1 and Y ′43 = −
1
2
−6K
3
− 1.
The 8 -th row contains the only element with Y432 = −
1
2
−6K
3
. Again, in these
two rows K is the same as before.
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Let us specify how parity conjugation P acts on the fermions. If only
two fermions χα and ηα˙ are present, then Pχ
α(t, r¯) = iηα˙(t,−r¯);Pηα˙(t, r¯) =
iχα(t,−r¯). In our case we require that for any configuration of SU(N) (N >
2) indices there exist two right - handed spinors and one SU(2) doublet.
The parity conjugation connects each of the right handed spinors with a
component of the SU(2) doublet. Thus
PΨ0(t, r¯) = iΩ
1
i2(t,−r¯)Θ
i2
−1(t,−r¯);PΨ−2 = iΩ
2
i2Θ
i2
−1;
PΨi34
3
= iΩ1i2Θ
i3i2
1
3
;PΨi3
−
2
3
= iΩ2i2Θ
i3i2
1
3
;
PΨi4Y4 = iΩ
1
i2
Θi4i2Y42 ;PΨ
i4
Y ′4
= iΩ2i2Θ
i4i2
Y42
;
PΨi4i3Y43 = iΩ
1
i2
Θi4i2Y432 ;PΨ
i4i3
Y ′43
= iΩ2i2Θ
i4i3i2
Y432 ;
... (3)
Here Ω is the auxiliary SU(2) field mentioned in the Introduction. The
physical sense of the field Ω is that it peeks up the parity partner for each
right - handed spinor.
The correspondence between our notations and the conventional ones is
the following (we list here the case K = 0 for the first generation only):
Ψ0 = νR; Ψ−2 = e
−
R;PΨ0(t, r¯) = iνL(t,−r¯);PΨ−2 = ie
−
L ;
Ψi34
3
= uR; Ψ
i3
−
2
3
= dR;PΨ
i3
4
3
= iuL;PΨ
i3
−
2
3
= idL;
Ψi43
2
= NR; Ψ
i4
−
1
2
= ER;PΨ
i4
3
2
= iNL;PΨ
i4
−
1
2
= iEL;
Ψi4i35
6
= UR; Ψ
i4i3
−
7
6
= DR;PΨ
i4i3
5
6
= iUL;PΨ
i4i3
−
7
6
= iDL. (4)
It is worth mentioning that the fermions of the first generation listed here
do not diagonalize the mass matrix. Instead the certain linear combinations
of the listed fermions diagonalize the mass matrix thus giving rise to mixing
angles and flavor changing amplitudes.
Before dealing with the next rows let us remind what we call the addi-
tional Z6 symmetry in the Standard Model and how can it be continued to
the Hypercolor interactions.
3 Z symmetry
Within the Standard Model for any path C, we may calculate the elementary
parallel transporters Γ = P exp(i
∫
C
Cµdxµ), U = Pexp(i
∫
C
Aµdxµ), eiθ =
5
exp(i
∫
C
Bµdxµ), where C, A, and B are correspondingly SU(3), SU(2) and
U(1) gauge fields of the Standard Model. The parallel transporter correspon-
dent to each fermion of the Standard Model is the product of the elementary
ones listed above. Therefore, the elementary parallel transporters are encoun-
tered in the theory only in the following combinations: e−2iθ; U e−iθ; ΓU e
i
3
θ; Γ e−
2i
3
θ; Γ e
4i
3
θ.
It can be easily seen [5] that all the listed combinations are invariant under
the following Z6 transformations: U → Ue
ipiN , θ → θ + piN,Γ → Γe(2pii/3)N ,
where N is an arbitrary integer number. This symmetry allows to define the
Standard Model with the gauge group SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)/Z6 instead of
the usual SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1).
In [1] we have suggested the way to continue this symmetry to the Tech-
nicolor extension of the Standard Model. Now we generalize the construction
of [1] and suggest the following discrete symmetry:
U → UeipiN ,
θ → θ + piN,
Γ → Γe(2pii/3)N ,
Π4 → Π4e
(2pii/4)N ,
Π5 → Π5e
(2pii/5)N ,
Π6 → Π6e
(2pii/6)N ,
... (5)
Here ΠK is the SU(K) parallel transporter. We construct our model in such
a way that the parallel transporters correspondent to the new fermions of
the theory are invariant under (5). The resulting symmetry is denoted by Z
and enters expression (1).
Let us also point out how our model can be embedded, in principle, into
a ETC model. Let U(NETC), NETC → ∞ be the Unified gauge group. The
breakdown pattern is U(NETC)→ ...⊗ SU(5)⊗ SU(4)⊗ SU(3)× SU(2)×
U(1)/Z. We may suppose, for example, that at low energies the U(NETC)
parallel transporter has the form:
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Ω =


e−2iθ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Ue−iθ 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Γe−
2iθ
3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Π4e
−
2iθ
4 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Π5e
−
2iθ
5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Π6e
−
2iθ
6 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ...


∈ U(NETC)
(6)
The form of this parallel transporter demonstrates naturally that the
symmetry (5) is indeed preserved. The fermions of each generation Ψi1...iNj1...jK
carry indices ik of the fundamental representation of U(NETC) and the indices
jk of the conjugate representation. They may be identified with the Standard
Model fermions and Farhi - Susskind fermions as follows (we consider here
the first generation only):
Ψ1 = eR; Ψ
1
1 = νR; Ψ
i2 =
(
νL
e−L
)
;
Ψi3 = di3,R; Ψ
i3
1 = ui3,R; Ψ
i2i3
1 =
(
ui3L
di3L
)
;
Ψi4 = Ei4,R; Ψ
i4
1 = Ni4,R; Ψ
i2i4
1 =
(
N i4L
Ei4L
)
;
Ψi3i4 = Di3i4,R; Ψ
i3i4
1 = Ui3i4,R; Ψ
i2i3i4
1 =
(
U i3i4L
Di3i4L
)
(i2 = 1, 3; i3 = 4, 5, 6; i4 = 7, 8, 9, 10); (7)
The other fermions of our model can be arranged in the representations
of U(NETC) in a similar way. From (7) it follows that all Standard model
fermions can be transformed into the technifermions with ejecting of the
U(NETC) gauge bosons. This is necessary for them to acquire masses. Of
course, the given ETC scheme does not describe the appearance of the real-
istic masses for the known particles. However, it gives an example of how,
in principle, the model given in the present paper may be incorporated with
the Extended Technicolor. We omit here the details of the ETC symmetry
breakdown. We do not describe how does this breakdown occur and what
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mechanism washes out the unnecessary fermions. We also do not consider
the anomalies in the given ETC model. We consider all these issues to be
out of the scope of the present paper.
4 SU(N) groups with N > 4
The next step of our investigation is the analysis of the sequence (2) in the
form (4). Let us notice that the second two rows are actually the copy of
the first two rows supplemented by an additional SU(3) index. Next, the
second four rows are again the copy of the first four rows supplemented by
an additional SU(4) index. Let us suppose that this process is repeated
infinitely. Then the sequence of fermions has the form:
...
U(1), SU(5) : Ψi5Y5,Ψ
i5
Y ′5
;
U(1), SU(2), SU(5) : Θi5i2Y52 ;
U(1), SU(3), SU(5) : Ψi5i3Y53 ; Ψ
i5i3
Y ′53
;
U(1), SU(2), SU(3), SU(5) : Θi5i3i2Y532 ;
U(1), SU(4), SU(5) : Ψi5i4Y54 ,Ψ
i5i4
Y ′54
;
U(1), SU(2), SU(4), SU(5) : Θi5i4i2Y542 ;
U(1), SU(3), SU(4), SU(5) : Ψi5i4i3Y543 ,Ψ
i5i4i3
Y ′543
;
U(1), SU(2), SU(3), SU(4), SU(5) : Θi5i4i3i2Y5432 ;
...
U(1), ..., SU(K) : ΨiK ...YK... ,Ψ
iK ...
Y ′
K...
;
U(1), SU(2), ..., SU(K) : ΘiK ...i2YK...2 ;
... (8)
Below we derive the hypercharge assignment for all fermions of our model.
We require that the chiral anomaly is absent and the additional Z symmetry
is preserved. Actually, the fact that there exists such a solution is nontriv-
ial. A priory it is not clear that it is possible to satisfy both requirements
simultaneously.
The anomaly cancellation is always necessary for the model to be well
defined. At the same time the requirement that the Z symmetry is preserved
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must be considered as additional. Of course, at the present moment we do not
have any reason to impose this symmetry but the intuition. So, our reason
to consider the extension of the Z6 symmetry of the Standard Model is the
supposition that it does not appear accidentally. That’s why we suppose
that it is to be the manifestation of a more general symmetry. Our choice
of Z here is only one of the possible ways to generalize the Z6. (We hope,
however, that this is one of the most natural ways.) Below it will be shown
that Z symmetry gives an important limitation on the choice of fermion
hypercharges and almost fix them (up to the set of integers). Besides, it
was shown in [1] that the additional discrete symmetry has an important
consequence in the monopole pattern of the Unified model.
Now we require that the chiral anomaly is absent while the gauge group
is (1), where Z is defined by (5). Below we prove that the necessary
hypercharge assignment is
Y2 = −1
Yi1i2i3...iM−1iM2 = −1 + 2(1−
1
iM
) + 2
M−1∑
k=1
[θ(ik − ik+1 − 1)−
1
ik
] + 2Ni1i2i3...iM−1iM2
Yij...l = Yij...l2 + 1; Y
′
ij...l = Yij...l2 − 1 (9)
where θ(x) = 1 forx > 0; θ(x) = 0 forx ≤ 0. In the second row M ≥ 1. For
any K integer numbers Ni1i2i3...iM−1iM2 entering (9) must satisfy the equation∑
K>i>j>...>l>2
ij...l NKij...l2 = 0 (10)
Here the sum is over any (unordered) sets of different integer numbers i, j, ..., l
such that 2 < i, j, ..., l < K.
The proof is as follows. First of all, if (5) is the symmetry of the theory
then the recursion relations take place:
YKij...l2 = Yij...l2 −
2
K
+ 2MKij...l2; YKij...l = YKij...l2 + 1; Y
′
Kij...l = YKij...l2− 1,
(11)
where MKij...l2 is an integer number.
Let us require that for any K
∑
K>i>j>...>l>2
ij...l YKij...l2 = 0, (12)
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This means that the chiral anomaly is absent even if the sequence (1) is ended
at the SU(K) factor with any value of K.
Namely. there may appear the new anomalies of the following types [20]:
1)SU(N)− SU(N)− SU(N), N > 2
2)SU(N)− SU(N)− U(1), N > 2
3)SU(2)− SU(2)− U(1)
4)U(1)− U(1)− U(1) (13)
The anomaly of the first type vanishes because the number of left - handed
fermions is equal to the number of the right - handed ones while both types of
fermions belong to the fundamental representation of SU(N). The anomalies
of the second type vanish because Yij...l = Yij...l2 + 1; Y
′
ij...l = Yij...l2 − 1.
The anomalies of the third and the fourth types vanish if the sum of the
hypercharge over left - handed doublets is zero. This leads to (12).
Below we prove that for any K integer numbers MKij...l2 can be chosen
in such a way, that (12) is satisfied. Let
∑
K ′>i>j>...>l>2 ij...lYK ′ij...l2 = 0 for
K ′ < K (this was demonstrated already for K ′ = 4.). Then
∑
K>i>j>...>l>2
ij...l YKij...l2 = −2
K!
3!K
+ 2
∑
K>i>j>...>l>2
ij...l MKij...l2 (14)
Here we used the identity
∑
K>i>j>...>l>2 ij...l =
K!
3!
.
Let us know introduce the following notations:
MKij...l2 =M
′
Kij...l2 + 1, for K − 1 > i > j > ... > l > 2;
MKij...l2 = M
′
Kij...l2, for K − 1 = i > j > ... > l > 2 (15)
Then
−
K!
3!K
+
∑
K>i>j>...>l>2
ij...l MKij...l2 =
∑
K>i>j>...>l>2
ij...l M ′Kij...l2 (16)
The relations that define the fermion hypercharges can be rewritten in
the following way:
YKij...l = YKij...l2 + 1; Y
′
Kij...l = YKij...l2 − 1; YKij...l2 = Yij...l2 −
2
K
+ 2 + 2M ′Kij...l2
(for K − 1 > i > j > ... > l > 2, orK = 3);
YKij...l2 = Yij...l2 −
2
K
+ 2M ′Kij...l2 (for K − 1 = i > j > ... > l > 2) (17)
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Here integer numbersM ′Kij...l2 are chosen in such a way that
∑
K>i>j>...>l>2 ij...l M
′
Kij...l2 =
0.
Finally we come to the solution of (12) in the form (9). In particular, the
choice Ni1i2i3...iM−1iM2 = 0 corresponds to Yi1i2i3...iM−1iM2 = −1 + 2(1−
1
iM
) +
2
∑M−1
k=1 [θ(ik − ik+1 − 1) −
1
ik
]. Thus the additional symmetry (5) fixes the
hypercharge assignment up to the choice of integer numbers Ni1i2i3...iM−1iM2
such that (10) is satisfied.
It is worth mentioning that if the Z symmetry is not imposed, then the
hypercharge assignment is defined by the anomaly cancellation only. In this
case the hypercharge assignment is given by (9), where Ni1i2i3...iM−1iM2 are
not necessarily integer.
5 Discussion
The dynamics of Technicolor is related in a usual way to the number of
fermions Nf . Namely, the beta - function in one loop approximation has the
form: βSU(K)(α) = −
11K−2Nf
6pi
α2 where α =
g2
SU(K)
4pi
. If Nf <
11
2
K, the one
loop calculation indicates asymptotic freedom. The two - loop calculations
[21, 22] indicate that the chiral symmetry breaking occurs at Nf < Nc ∼
K 100K
2−66
25K2−15
∼ 4K. This is required for the appearance of gauge boson masses.
In our model we have three generations of Farhi - Susskind technifermions.
Therefore, their number is 24 > 4NTC = 16. However, it is important that
only such technifermions are relevant, the masses of which are of the order
of ΛTC and smaller (ΛTC is the SU(4) analogue of ΛQCD). Therefore, we
suppose that the masses of the third generation technifermions and, probably,
the masses of some of the second generation technifermions are essentially
larger, than the Technicolor scale. We also assume that the masses of the
fermions that carry the indices of higher Hypercolor groups are essentially
larger than the Technicolor scale. So, they do not affect the Technicolor
dynamics. Thus the SU(4) interactions lead to the chiral symmetry breaking
and provide W and Z bosons with their masses.
If the number of fermions approach Nc ∼ 4NTC , then the behavior of the
model becomes close to conformal. In this case the effective charge becomes
walking instead of running [23]. So, in our case (two generations of fermions
for NTC = 4) the behavior of the technicolor may be close to conformal.
As for the higher Hypercolor groups, already for SU(5) interactions the
11
number of the first generation hyperfermions (fermions carrying SU(5) index)
is 2(1+3+4+12) = 40 > 55
2
= 27.5. We suppose their masses are close to each
other. That’s why the Hypercolor forces at K > 4 are not asymptotic free,
and do not confine. As a result the Landau pole is present in their effective
charges. This means that our model does not have a rigorous continuum
limit, and should be considered as a finite cutoff model. At the energies
of the order of this cutoff the new theory should appear that incorporates
the Hypercolor tower as an effective low energy theory. In principle, this
scale may be extremely large, even of the order of Plank mass depending on
the value of g2SU(K) at low energies. Very roughly this scale (as given by the
SU(5) effective charge) can be estimated as Λh = e
6pi
(2Nf−55)αSU(5)(1Tev) Tev. Say,
if three generations are involved, and αSU(5)(1 Tev) =
1
300
, then the Landau
pole occurs in the SU(5) gauge coupling at Λh ∼ 10
13Tev ∼ 10−3MPlank.
At the energies much less than Λh the SU(5) interactions can be taken into
account perturbatively just like in QED. However, the description of possible
effects due to Hypercolor SU(5) (and due to the other Hypercolor interactions
SU(N) for N > 4) is out of the scope of the present paper.
This work was partly supported by RFBR grants 09-02-00338, 08-02-
00661, and 07-02-00237, by Grant for leading scientific schools 679.2008.2, by
Federal Program of the Russian Ministry of Industry, Science and Technology
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